As soon as I get comfortable with something, it changes! Twenty-five years ago, I was happy with "self-curing" composites. Then UV curing came along. No sooner did I get one of those in each operatory than I had to replace them with visible light-curing units. Now I need to switch to "ramped fast cure." I've been around so long I remember when we couldn't let the acid etch touch the dentin. Then we went to "total etch." Now it seems we are "Generation 2004" of self-etching. Space dentistry in a weightless environment is right around the corner! (There is no way I'm going there. Saliva is hard enough to deal with when you have a little help from gravity. What is OSHA going to say about free-floating space slobber?)

As rapidly as all the other aspects of dentistry are changing, dental computing is changing even faster. Computing power continues to double every 18 months. Dental computing expertise is becoming much more widely available. Operatory computers are allowing much more accurate and faster data entry with fewer lost charges. Decentralization is dramatically increasing office efficiency.

As we invest in operatory computers, we need to buy the best technology for our patients but also spend wisely so we get a financial return on that investment.

MOBILE COMPUTERS INSTEAD OF DESKTOP COMPUTERS
Noteboks and Tablet PCs now outsell desktops. Notebooks used to be more expensive than desktops. Not today. If you add up the costs for desktop, flat panel monitor, and uninterruptable power supply (UPS), many notebooks cost less than comparable desktop systems. Included in the price of a Tablet PC is a built-in touch screen monitor, built-in handwriting recognition, and built-in speech recognition. You can hand write or speak your notes into any Windows-based dental management software, including your clinical notes! In the past, notebook computers could not capture intraoral images or digital x-rays. Times have changed, and this is no longer true. Notebooks and Tablets, because of their mobility, are now the preferred devices for these tasks (Figures 1 and 2).

WIRELESS NETWORKS
Wireless networks using 802.11 (WiFi) technologies allow businesses to increase employee productivity quickly and inexpensively. Dentistry does not have many "romantically" who travel outside their offices - business. But we have many "corridor warriors" who frequently move from room to room and need computers for their jobs. Not having to run computer cables all over the office is not the primary advantage of a wireless network. It is the mobility and versatility of wirelessness allows that provide the greatest benefit.

In some cases, a single, wireless connected mobile computer can take the place of several bulky desktop computers. Digital radiography is a prime example. Instead of installing the software and capture device on 5 computers in 5 operatories, could you "share" one small, mobile notebook computer and simply move it into an operatory when you needed to acquire an image? Many dental offices have saved a substantial amount of money by doing it this way. Of course,
the images still need to be stored on the central file server and backed up at least daily with the backing up of vital office information. But with a wireless network, this is easy to set up so that it happens automatically. Do you really need to jump in the deep end of operator computing by buying a computer for each operatory? Or could you just put your toe in the water first and try it with only one mobile, wireless notebook? (I really wish I hadn’t bought all those UV composite curing lights!)

LOW MAINTENANCE WITH HIGH RELIABILITY

The maintenance costs associated with dental computing can be minimized with a design that takes advantage of current computer capabilities. Other businesses are shifting to off-site support over the Internet. Instead of paying someone to travel across the city (or in some cases, the country), modern operating systems allow many problems to be corrected quickly and inexpensively using remote access. With your permission, every computer in your office can be seen and operated by a technician anywhere in the world. Because software, not hardware, causes most computer problems, minimizing the number of different programs installed on a dental system also minimizes support costs. Offices that try out new programs on their office computer system often pay an unexpected price when the entire network crashes. All software on your business computer should have a business reason for being there. Experimentation is great, but do it on your home computer.

Support contracts for computer maintenance are now more common. Just like dental patient recare visits, regular computer recare and surveillance can catch problems in earlier and less expensive stages.

AUTOMATIC BACKUP

Automated backup routines are very cost-effective. Not only are they “I forgot” proof, but they are cheaper than paying someone to deal with this issue each day. Multiple on-site and off-site backups of all crucial office data done at least daily are absolutely mandatory. Tape backup systems, like 8-track audiotapes, belong in museums. Speaking of museum pieces, when I was in elementary school we used to have several “fire drills” every year. We would all practice what we were to do in the event of a real fire. A very good idea! Dental offices should also have fire drills to see that everyone knows what to do when the system is down. Simply running in a circle drives the overhead through the roof. Even if your office completely burns to the ground, you should have an established, tested method of getting all your critical data up and running on a new computer within 2 to 4 hours.

continued on page 1.
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The Easiest Dental Practice Management Software On The Market

The fastest growing dental software company has NO SALESMAN and NO TRAINERS WE DONT NEED THEM!

NO SALESMAN? We don’t need them. Our demo movie and demo program are our salesmen. If you view them, you will buy our software! Call our office at (888) 667-4272 and we will send you a free CD-ROM or download a demo from our web site, www.ace-dental.com.

NO TRAINERS? We don’t need them. Windows software should be easier to learn. It should not need a trainer. To get your staff started quickly, we have put our tutorial movies on CD-ROM. They teach every aspect of the software. And it will be there when you hire a new employee. If needed, our support staff is just a toll-free call away. Also, with remote control software, we can see your computer from our office.
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DELEGATING TASKS TO COMPUTERS

If you are having people do things that can be done by computers, you are paying too much. How much time does staff spend searching for, retrieving, and refilling patient charts? Some paper-based offices have resorted to "lost chart" contests. When a paper chart is missing or misplaced, the person who finally finds it gets to go home early. Good psychology, but terrible office efficiency! How about chasing, duplicating, and mailing x-rays? It's time to put those patient records in the computer. How about explaining over and over again to patients the need for peri or crowns or endo? Don't you really think a computer with good visuals could do a much better, more professional, and more thorough job? How much more effective would that be and how much time would that save?

How about computerized "before and after" color prints for the patient to take home at the end of the appointment? A well-trained staff person can do it in less than 5 minutes...and it's fun! How about you, doctor? How much time does it take to thumb through the PDR trying to look up that new medication your patient is taking? Is it safe to use that drug with the antibiotic you've chosen? Guessing is probably not a very safe choice. Trying to reach the patient's physician can be time-consuming, possibly futile, and you still may not get the correct answer.

On the other hand, a drug interaction software program that can be accessed instantly from any computer in your office costs less than $100. Other businesses got the message: not only do computers increase employee productivity, but they lower overhead. These are critical factors in improving the return on your investment.

TRAINING

Purchasing appropriate, cost-effective hardware, designing low-maintenance systems, and delegating tasks to computers are important factors in achieving your 1-year investment return. But without question, the single most important factor in getting this return is adequate training. The worst business mistake I can make is to spend a lot of money on something and then not use it. Unfortunately, this is exactly what has happened with computers in many dental offices. No matter how good the hardware and software, lack of computer training means it will not be used to its potential and may not be used at all. This is like buying a new, expensive car with no gas—it's not going very far.

Software becomes shelfware if no one knows how to use it.

The way we actually use a dental practice with computers is a new and rapid changing field. Everyone in the office (you too, Doc) needs to have regular, ongoing training. Many businesses are way ahead of us. The not only recognized the need for ongoing training, but the
Dental staffs and dentists need to invest in more computer skills in order to harvest the tremendous benefits computer systems offer us. Someday, some of us may need training in no-gravity dentistry and free-floating space slobber. But right now, today, we need to concentrate on computer!•

References


Dental computer training is available in 1- or 2-hour Internet sessions.

CONCLUSION
Changing your dentin bonding system may be better for your patients, but it is hard to see a financial return. But computer systems are both beneficial to patient care and provide a nice financial return for the dentist. We need to be a little more like our hardheaded business colleagues. We need to know where the technology is today and how it can be best applied to dentistry. We need to insist on modern, inexpensive, low-maintenance, reliable, automatically backed up computer systems, and then we need to make a concerted drive toward more efficient office management.

Dr. Stephenson practices in a paperless and wireless radiative dental practice in San Leandro, Calif. He also is president of Painless Computing, which provides seminars, training, educational materials, consulting, design, and an “in vivo” testing laboratory exclusively for dental computing. For seminar schedules and additional information, visit: PaperlessDentistry.com. Dr. Stephenson also can be reached at 510-480-9164 or Bruce@PainlessCom.com

Dr. Dobry

“I love this program. The doctors that don’t make it, just simply don’t have this, or don’t follow it. It is really simple and really works!”

Dr. Dilloo

It’s crazy, but it works...
and I made 60,000.00 the first month after:

I Stopped Using 1-800-No-Show! And 1-800-Not-Qualified!
This Program Is One Third The Cost! I Get 10 Times The Traffic!
The Type I Want...Or I Don’t Pay! And Now You Can Have It!

*** FREE FOR FIRST 90 DAYS

AMAZING BOOST IN REVENUES
THIS IS GUARANTEED OR YOU DON’T PAY
25 TO 50 PRE-QUALIFIED HIGH MARGIN PATIENTS PER WEEK. EVERY WEEK.
THIS PROGRAM WILL GIVE YOU THAT “ALMOST UNFAIR” ADVANTAGE
THE BEST IN THE DENTAL INDUSTRY

ATTENTION DENTISTS
This amazing marketing and advertising systems acts like a giant magnet, drawing High Margin Patients in from all over to come in for an examination. Do you want new High Margin Patients? Do you want them consistently on a daily basis, for only a couple of dollars per qualified prospect per day? Then you’re going to love my unique method to bring them in extremely cost effectively.

NOMIY IN HISSHER RIGHT MIND WOULD
TURN DOWN THIS OFFER, THESE ARE DAYS OF SLIPPY
ECONOMIC TIMES. But Dentists all over the country are finding this system INCREDIBLE. Especially after they have had a chance to talk to some of my existing clients. The old conventional methods of advertising are not consistent, too costly and do not produce the qualified patients you desire. We’ve got Dentists all over the country now using this amazing marketing program and getting FANTASTIC RESULTS.

Dr. Mack - AZ: “Truly Incredible! I can not believe how many new
denture patients a week I get now. My profits are soaring!”
Dr. Langston - NC: “15% increase in qualified cases every month. No one else I’ve seen can do this.”
Dr. Paulk - GA: “Unbelievable new patient generator. They even showed me how to earn an additional revenue each month. Can get the type of patients I want and control the volume on any of the categories.”
Carl Lengler - CA: “I recommend this program to every Dentist that this company has an area available. I was trained by Tony Robbins and I have coached thousands of doctors, and I referred all of my clients to this company. This is the best long term cost effective marketing program in the business, bar none! It works every day and the doctor can control the volume and type of patient he or she is after.”

LIMITED NUMBER OF DENTISTS IN AN AREA
Urgent! I can only take a limited number of Dentist per area according to population. It would not be fair to offer this highly profitable revenue generator to more than the market can bear. If you are at interested in significantly beefing up revenues using this money-making program...STOP what you are doing and call now...

EVERYBODY LOVES THE METHOD WE USE: EVEN THE PROSPECT
Almost everyone wants to feel good and look good. They want to feel secure, and have piece of mind. This makes our system a very powerful tool. That’s why it is so extremely effective. Competition is rough!!! You send every advantage you can get. There is only one way revenues can go up...BRING THESE NEW PATIENTS INTO YOUR BUSINESS...take them out of the market.

WHY IS IT SO POWERFUL
Why is this program so powerful? Because it is not just direct mail piece that gets thrown away, a tv ad that doesn’t itself or qualify the prospect, or a radio spot that’s not targeted, or that has to compete with everyone else, it’s not e-mail that just reach or reach enough people consistently. NO! This advertising and marketing method can not be duplicated anywhere. It will more qualified prospects than any other method for less cost per month than a newspaper ad cost for one day. The amazing that they all are ready to set an appointment. This powerful program has never before been offered to the Dental Industry.

OUR NUMBER IS: 1-888-775-0038 EXT. 200
You will operate this system directly from your office and is quickly becoming the Dentist secret to an AMAZING INCOME REVENUES and profits. Some Dentists are using this system double or triple revenues in just a matter of days. My advice to Dentists who wants to significantly increase revenues right now is to call today. This system is reasonably priced at around $650 per month.

NO EXTRA ADVERTISING BUDGET NEEDED
Don’t think this program will incur additional adver expenses. Most companies using this program don’t need any else. The message we use is compelling, convincing and hard to I simply must hear from you, if you want to be one of the Lini Dentist in your area for this great program.*** FREE FOR 90 DAYS! I will answer any questions you may have and look in rights to use this powerful motivating in your market.

THE CALL IS FREE 1-888-775-0038 EXT. 20
So you have nothing to lose and everything to gain.

Yours,
John Parks
TNG Systems

P.S. One last thought...I promise you will love the money you from this valuable program and it will be worth your while to talk about this program today. When you call there’s no obligation and I’ll send you a FREE package with plenty of Doctors to speak with just for the chance to answer any questions you may have. Thank you.

*Ask for guarantee requirements
**Price varies with individuals needs and qualification
***Must Credit Qualify for 90 Day Deferral Lease Plan
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